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staff writer
It is that time of year where
the un is out and tudent kip
class to go the beach. Senior
are taking their exit exams, getting all of their tuff together

hoping to graduate, filling out
application for grad hool or
g tting their re ume ready.
Fina] are around the comer,
final projects ar due.
You are just about Ii ad./ to
pull all your hair out be aus it
i 0 tre ful.

V\'hether you arc looking to vent 'our frustration or chall ng
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Th re i onl r on hing that
e 'eryone i looking orward to.
YOll look at all th fl r on th
board h ping to
that on
pedal announ ment that h
made the entir erne ter, r rth
it. You a k around to e if
anyone ha heard \\ h n the b t
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anti-war
views
By Nicole Service
edito,.-in-chiej

FIRST FULL
MONTH'S

happy that, uffering and ca ualtie weI'
minimiz d in the conflict. Ju t that
Saddam is gone is rea on enough to celebrate," Ab'l said. "But it' not over yet."
Professor' are not the only one finding ridicule due to their view on
Op ration: Iraqi Freedom. Senior Beth
Gunter has exp rienced problems of her
0\\11. Because of a tabloid-sized "No Iraq
War" poster in the window of her College
Park home, she has been repeatedly
harassed.
On Mar h 28, sh found a note written on the back of a 'CU aerobics chedule flier duct-tap d to her door that read
"Leave thi countr' and go see what others go through, you brain-washed, Icftwing hippie."
"It told me to change my view' or
burn in h 11," Gunter aid. '~nd it was
signed 'Sincerel)~ A True American.' "
On April 6, omeon left raw ground
beef covered in ketchup, along with the
ketchup bottle, in Gunter' mailbo.·. She
uspects that it is from someone who
knows she is a vegetarian. Later that
week, when she was not home, someone
set her mailbo . on fire. A neighbor put it
out.
In addition to these event , broken
beer bottles were thrown in her yard, a
"No Iraq War" sticker wa tom ~ff her
bumper and her front licen e plate wa
bent at a 90 degree angle.
Gunter contends that being against
the war in Iraq has nothing to do with
being unpatriotic.
"It really frustrates me when people
say that I don't support our troops,"
Gunter aid. "I upport our troop 100
percent. I have friends over there. And
I want them horne now."

With Iraqi citizen cheering in the
streets and working side bride with
United States tmop5t to destroy anything
bearing the liken
of Saddam I :lussein,
th mood on the homefront has changed
drastically from the months preceding
the war.
ow that th war is well undenva r
and the U.. api ears to be making ignificant advance , it is no longer fashionable to remain anti-war. When ju t
weeks ago miIlions of people marched in
prote t, ho same citizens are now
bing threatened and harassed for their
belief: .
This i taki;1g place right here at
Coastal.
Dr. Oani I Abel, assi tant profe sor in
the marine dence department, has been
outspoken on hi
anti-war views.
Re ently, he wa quoted in
the
"Georgetown Times," and his stance
regarding current politics and free sp e h
sparked tension in the county just south
of Hony
"What I aid caused a lot of controver );" aid Ab I. "People wrote letters
from both sid s of tlle argument, some
saying that I had a right to say what 1
wanted, and others not 0 kind. One
man even said that I should be put on
the FBI's Most Wanted Li t."
Also regarding his statement to the
newspaper, Abel received various e-mail ,
some agreeing with him and others which
were nothing short of hate mail.
Recently, while exiting Coastal' campu , Abel had another run-in due to his
views.
"Somebody tailgated me, flipped me
off and told me
that 1 sucked,"
Ahel said. "I
think the middle finger ha
become
the
standard way to
greet me."
De pite hi
anti-war view,
Abel can ee the
other side of the
is ue.
"I
am
absolutely ~____________________~~____________~________~
>
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Myrtle Ijeach's only apartment
community with individual leases
that offer:
-Complete freedom to choose two roommates or get matched LAp
-9ndividlAal private bathroom
-No CAs
-jreedom of off-camplAS living
-On10 $65 to reserve room (limited time)
-pets allowed (as.k for details)
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Meetings are held Fridays at 2:00 p.m. in room
205 of the Student Center.
Letters to the editor and submissions are welcome
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I) 3/30/03 Incident type: Burglary
At approximately 9:35 am, a police
officer wa on hi way to the Student
Center and ob er.'ed a male dre ed in a
CCU maintenance uniform in ide the
west ide door of the Admi ion
Building with two large black garbage
bags. After returning from the Student
Center, the officer entered
the
Admissions Building and discovered that
the subject wa gone and the lock to the
Admis ion Office was pried off the door
and placed in the tra h can. The officer
then reported this to the police and
another officer arrived to begin the
investigation. Three de k top computer
and monitors were found to be missing.
The computers are valued at 3, 22
2) 3/31/03 Incident type: Burglary
An employee of the ID Office in the
Student Center reported to police that
between 6:30 pm March 28 and 9:00 am
March 31 unknown person(s apparently pried open the dead bolt lock on the
office door, entered and removed a Sony
video camera and a Polaroid camera.
During the investigation, the officer
noticed a hole in the wall alongside the
safe which was not pre ent prior to the
break-in. The officer also dusted and
lifted two partial fingerprints from the
safe handle and al 0 confiscated some
office uipment to do more finger print
analysis. The cameras are valued at
$630.
3)
3/31/03
Incident
type:

hoplifting
At 4:38 pm a
UPO officer wa
di patched to the Univ r i Hall b 0 store in re pon e to a hoplifter ~rho wa
pre ent in the tore. An employee of th
boo store had noticed the u p ct plac
a boo valued at $2 0 into hi notebook and informed th police. Th officer stated that if th su pect told the
truth he would not pre s charg but
would be required to vrite a report. on
the incident. The su pect stated that h
did take the boo off th helf and pIa
it into hi notebook..
4) 3/31/03 Incident type: Verbal
Threats and Harassment
At apprOximately 3:30 pm a fema}
student reported to police that on
March 12 in the hal1way of the
Humanitie Building, th mal u pect
told the victim that h would kill her if
she didn't tell him where his daughter
was. The victim tat there hay been
previou threats and physical a au!
upon her by the su pea. he stat
h
has filed for an Order of Protection.
5} 4/01/03 Incident type: Larceny
of a Book
At I :03 pm an employee of th
University Hall boo ore Ii poned to
police that an unknown white mal
entered th bookstore and went directly
to the textbook area and conceal d a
book and then grabbed four other boo
and took them to the counter. The ubject then set the books on the counter

meon
ide mirror to th
Incident

recov red.

Crime Log compliled from police reports and interviews by news editor Jes ica McMllTTeT

quart r
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Library renovations benefit students
By Brian Martin
assistant editor

increase in student intere t in
the collection. The materials
are ea i1y accessible, and can be
How do I use the library?
checked out like other library
CCU students using' the
materials free of charge (excluding late fees, of cour e).
Kimbel Library this semester
We've had a collection of
have probably noticed quite a
formats for years, but no one
few changes in the building, folknew about' it," Bates said.
lowing a four and a half month
"Now, it's like students have
long renovation.
discovered it."
The renovations, which cost
A number of tudy rooms
over $600,000, were started
are now ayailable to students.
la t July and completed in
Located on the second floor,
December. They helped to corthe e rooms are fully wired for
rect some long-standing probcomputer use and can accomlems as well as provide library
taff member with a chance to
modate approximately 15 peoreorganize their re ources.
ple. These rooms are ideal
places for students to meet to
"Nothing had really been
done in over 20 years," said
prepare for group projects, such
as Powerpoint presentations.
Peggy Bate,
Reference
Bate said the e rooms have
Librarian. "We had some structural proble~s that needed to
already been heavily used by
be fixed."
students from all majors.
The e included mold damThe entire circulating collecage caused by moisture collecttion has been moved to the econd floor.
Where before the
ing under the wallpaper and
collection was split in half, with
problems with the heating and
air conditioning ystem. The
part on the fir t floor and part
necessity of the structural
on the econd, the arrangement
repair allowed library staff to
is now intended to be less confusing.
begin conSidering further renovations.
"I think it's easy to underThe econd floor of the
stand," Bate said. "Everything
library form rly served as office
on the second floor can be
r-----------------~~~------~~mllmmm~----~--------------~ checked out and
most everything
on the first floor
stays in the
. . i/? n+./@i+'Ji>llibrary. It' easier for student
and faculty."
The month
of renovation
were inconvenpace for the humanities faculty. With the opening of the
Edward Humanitie Building
in Fall 200 I, the second floor of
the library was opened up, providing about 20 percent more
floor space for re ·ources.
"We looked at what we
needed," Bate said. "We figured out what the students
were clamoring for and tried to
get it in as well as we could."
The microforms room has
been enlarged, and a multimedia classroom
capable of
accommodating approximately
75 people can now be found on
the fir t floor of the library.
Located adjacent to the classroom i a computer lab, which
is something the library ha
long been without.
"It's really an essential service in Ii braries these days, "
Bates said. "Information technology is very important to our
busines ."
A change tudents have definitely noticed is the relocation
of the library'S media collection to the head of the stairs on
the second floor. Here, the collection of CDs and DVDs is
much more visible to students.
Thi has caused a sudden

to

U

ient for visitor to the library,
but the taff attempted to
make the tran ition a smooth
a po 'ible. They managed to
keep the library open during
the entire process, with the
exception of one day.
"The students never complained," Bate said. "They
were patient and kind. It surpri ed us that they were 0 nice
while dust rained down on
them. It was interesting, and a
nice reflection on our student
body."
Student input also played a
part in the proce s. When it
came time to organize furniture and determine where study
area would be placed, the staff
took advice directly from student.
To students who may feel
intimidated by the library'S
new setup, Bates offered some
advice.
"Come in. ee. Ask,'" Bates
said. "A lot of people don't realize the essential rule of the
library is just ask. We'll help
you with anything."
Overall, the library staff
feels the renovation have made
a great improvement on the
building' atmosphere and the
ervice it provides to vi itor .
"We can offer 0 many more
,ervices to student and faculty
than we could before the renovations." Bates said. "The students mile now when they
come in the door, which i
nice."

on April
25 starting, at II
am
a.
COllt. from p.1-1
u u a I.
And the
answer to the question that
'ou all have b en asking: of
course it i going to be b tter
than la t ' ar!
ot ju t
because I planned it... well,
okay, it is b cau e I planned it.
But I have a lot of fun ,tuff
coming thi year.
We have Water Tag; It 1
like la r tag but more refre hing. Bouncy Boxing: hit your
wor't enemy or be t friend
with a fi t bigger than your
head. Rock
Jou t where
you till get to hit people, just
with ticks with your opponent on a wobbling pedestal.
There is an ob tade cour e
caJJed
Adrenaline
Ru h.
There is Rodeo Rumble where
you and another person go
again t each other Sitting on a
bull.
We al 0 have Bungee
Run. The Army Reserye are
even bringing a Rock Wall.
For food thi year we are
getting Papa John' pizza and
Subwa ~ There i al 0 going
to be
'otton Candy, now
Cone and Popcorn.
The b st pan of CINO
Day according to those who ,
are 21. is the b er. We are
till waiting to hear from the
n ces ary p ople on that, but
it i looking good. We are>
aloin the process of trying to
make the tent bigger due to
student demand from la't
year. Plans are in the pro ess.
I hop to ee you all there,
and I guarantee you all will
think that it is better than
ever!

CINO

esponsible Students
Bedroom Hou

Surfside

&am $1,000 - $2,000 for your 5IllaE~
Group in just a hOUR!
College fundraising made Simple, Safe and Free.
Multiple fundraising options available. No carwashes. No raffles. Just success!
Fundraising dates are filling qUickly. Get with the programs that work!

cam
FU DRAlSER
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YiJur 7i'u\'ted Source for College FUlldraising.

888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiser.com
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to amazIng
By Dr. Mike Gilbert
CCU Professor
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Noveli§t

JoKpbine

Humpltrt$ to read

here i the obtr reality of people ' lil'e. .
econdh~ I ,'ould b the first to
stand up and a.: that 1 ha 'e mixed t.: ling
about the American
\ rith
Oi abilitie! Act of 199 (ADA) and
orne of the attitude and probl m that
", e tion 504 compliance" h
fo t red.
I my~elf ne 'er want d pedal prot ction
or po ter-child statu, nor until faid •
recently did it ev r occur to me to ptit
the disability thing 'ut there. And I
agree wholehearted!,' ,rith thos who
say it L going to take . rears of trial and
error to g t the ADA right.
Third, it needs to be clarified that for
nm anvwa ' the~ are 'ery ~ , ph r icall~ dt abled or blind tudents h~re
which is nobod. 's fault· given C U'
heritage as a commuter campu , it i.
onl, understandabl why propl ,rim
tran portation or mobility is ue ,'ould
not come here. Point of infomlation:
ccordin J to C 'U Di. bili!)'
rvi
Coordinator Vonna Gengo at pli ent
th larg It de ignated groul b) far are
thos
cIa ~ified a learning di abled
me 6
on fi]
0 thi
pring,
,hi h i indicativ to me of om of th
ri ks po d b. theADA.
I \\rill tread light1. r h re, but ould at
lea t m of tho ;tud nt b
aiming
di abilit: a a I gal entitl m nt v . taking responsibilit. r them ve ~ r other
leaming-relatt:d d fiden· ? (I ha'e
long beli ved that no matter hm ' unfair
life is at time vou cannot move fon 'ard
\ rithout tak:i~g re pon ibilit), yours If
for doing 0, no matter rhat happened
to you or whose "fault" it wa .)
Fourth, I knm ' that orne people are
put off or uneasy about the growing
emphasi these da' on dir'fr.sity on campus and in . ociety at hug , which can be
a double-edged word, focu ing atten·
tion on minoritjes and "under repreented population n vs. the e]emen~ of
common q:>erienc that bind u a a
culture and a nation (or a
campus).
o vhat exactl is the
i ue here, and who' am I to
addre it? The latter que tion first:
For tho. e of vou who do
not know me, i am 'hat'
Now
referred to clinical] 'a a
cong nital
forearm
amputee, which i fancy talk.
for a guy born with one
hand. In re; pon. to the former, and of far great r
importance here than any·

About a month ago I a\ roke from a
hort nap on a cold, rain.' afternoon,
detennined to make a phone call that
I'd be'n contemplating for years. "You
need to do thi 110W," I said to mv elf.
Armed with nothing more •than a
street addre s which I'd carried in the
back of m. mind since I was si; (a
nmemonic trick: the four digits were a
pemlUtation of my paternal grandparents' address in Niagara Fall ), I called
one place which referred me to another
and from there to a third and final] , to
someone who aid, "oh, you must mean
... " And so it was that on the fifth trv a
woman named Terrv answered, at which
point I explained n1Y quest:
"Forty-three year, ago thi month
during my kindergarten year. my parents took me to a place called - where
I stay d for about three month .., he
aid,' uVVel1, YOU' 'e found u " and wcnt
on to ay, 'V\'e'rc in the arne location,
but the home L nm r knm 'Il a 111
Children' In tilut ." Glowin . I a d
where I could get om infoml tion n
the In titutc' growth and de\elopm nt,
and she aid, "\Vlw not start \ rith the
website, \\ww.amazJngkids.org? And b.
the wa\~ 2002 was our hundredth \'ear;
\ 'e'll . nd you the . pecial annivei-sarv
video and put you on our mailing list.;'
After thanking her and hanging up
it took a good hour before m' eyes
would quit watering. AmazillgJ..id .org?
When I wa. there in that long pring of
1960 it was called The Memorial Home
for Crippled Children.
Fa t fOI'\\'ard to an average day at
CCU. everal years ago. I was coming
out of the building and saw a blind tudent bump into the doorframe. He was
okay, reoriented himself quickly and
probably paid no heed to the small clu ter of students who aw him and snickered. In the arne file, I have note on
discussion. concerning the front
entrance to the Edwards Building,
which wa not originally to have been
outfitted with an automatic opener, an
incident in which a phy ically di abled
tudent dropped books and paper all
over the place and no one re ponded
and omething I'd heard about acce s to
the Student Coun eling Center, including concern about getting across that
dangerous road (what if you can't ron?).
Before I say another word, there are
several things' I want to clear off the
table. First, what follows is not
a paean to political correctsee AMAZING p A6
nes . VVlzat we are talking about

Briefs
ymrkatCw

b en
mo t
ha re

c mput r
quipm nt
onI th f
on campu
th on!

o far
criminal
hav
gone unnoticed
,hi!
ommitting th
and hav left th poli e
"rith no real phy ical
e\ridence to im tigat.
Right nO\, the m t
the
police
and
Informati n II hn01
can

the buil ing ha\
been chang d, n or
a1 rms and cam ra ha
b en add d, patrolling
o th building b poli e
ha b n ina a d and

anyon with information bout thi a or
oth r equipment th ft
to Rlea
om forward
and hare
vhat 'ou
know with th polic.

crime, without
e or ph ical 'iden
it i
difficult fi r th
p 1i e to in 'e tigate.

Birkenstock Comfortable So es
Hiring for Seasonal Employment

Part-Time

Broadway at the Beach
Please Apply in Person

10-5 Daily
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thing having to do with myself,
we are living in a time of change
where people with disabilities are
concerned.
Whatever you might think of
the ADA, it has brought about a
discu sion that has been put off
for far too long. From the perspective of the di abled, of
course, it has givcn them a voice,
a reinforced platform on which to
stand and tell their truth. It took
me dtcades to make that phone
call; the circul1lst:mces there are
far &om entirely personal. And
even if the presence of the physically disabled at CCU is currently quite modest, something tells
me that could change as the
University grmvs and becomes
more residential.
And cven if the percentage of
di abled students here do '<; not
rise, our other students ,\~ll be
entering a workplace where the
legal and social statu of persons
with disabilitie' has profoundly
and forever changed. How well,

The Chanticleer

I wonder, are we preparing our
graduates for that reality?
'J\s the University grows."
When I met recently with
Multicultural Student S~rvices
Director Pat Singleton-Young, I
told her I could not help but feel
that the rate at which CCU is
grO\\'ing has outstripped by some
measure the rate at which we are
growing ill community. As limited
an issue as disability may seem
right now to orne of you,'I think
it is nonetheless a paradigmatic
e..-xample of the challenges this
place faces in growing together
while at the same time growing
larger and more diverse.
At the verv least, I would
argue, we need to set about reenvi ioning "community" here
in such a way that responding to
the legitimate needs of the disabled and other marginalized
groups of students serves, dignifies and enriches us all-not just
them.
Perhaps that i too abstract
an argument, 01'11 sugge t a tangible place to start: modeling
attitudes and behavior:' which are
conducive to building community.
Please, folks, iffour blind bIVtlz-

er bumps into a doofWqy, you point
him in the right direction; ifyour
disabled sister' drops her books, you
nm to her aide. I admit there are
days, and more &equently now,
when I wonder-in relation to
what some think of as declining
standards of civility in our culture-if we are losil{g sight of the
fundamenL1.1 moral imperative of
our co-existence on this lonely
planet: IVC arc here to lift each other
up, not to put each other dOWJl.
I also think that growing in
community is a major issue on
this campus in other respects as
well, not least of all academicallv
and intellectuallv. Stav with m~
for a second if that s~ems unrelated to my topic.
"
In Februarv 2004 we will
once again ha~e a Celebration
of Inquiry here under the banner SEEING THINGS ANEW, a
crucial opportunity for this place
to grow together in thought and
di course. Need I av it? When
I was 'i.', people like"myself were
sem as ctippled children; toda)~
society sees us mIL'J\' as a bunch of
"am~ing kids." That's powerful
stuff.
So powerful, in fact, that the
Children's [nstitute of Pittsburgh

has expressed interest in my proposal to produce a book documenting that paradigm shift,
and above all, the incredible life
stories of the children who've
passed through there since ] 902.
Apropos finding a voice, I
want to close with something I've
only been able to. hare heretofore with those closest to me.
Looking back, I think I only urvived my childhood emotionally
intact because I had a trong
older brother a year ahead of me
in chool who ,~ould not let an 'bodv me'iS ""ith me, and because
I de~e1oped a quick, sharp wit in
my 0\\11 defense (something
which in the course of mv lite has
proven to be both an asset and a
Iiahility). I mean, there was thi
guy Gary-would you forget his
name?-who, when we lined up in
the schoolyard in the morning,
would
call out: "HO\'v's it
hangin', lefty'?"
Or-he was Mr. Baseball"\Vhat's up, southpaw?" \Vht:n
he broke both his wrist· in a
sledding accident I could not
help but feel justice had be ~n
served.
From the time I got 111y first
mechanical arm prosthesis, of

which I was hugely proud, I
became known as "Captain
Hook" -all the \ fay through elementary school and beyond. I
was also "Captain Straight-A,"
which helped a bit, at least outwardh~ but it marked me as an
overachiever, likewise both an
as. et and a liability (detour: what
is it about Olir culturt.' that breeds
that kind of cmelty into the hfmt·
and mind of youllg children? Can't
go there now) Anyway, one of
nw favorite lines in res pOI e to
su'ch taunts \Va : "Bet you can't
tie your shoes with one hand!"something I'd learned how to do,
incidentall ~ &001 the good folks
at the home in Pittsburgh. Today,
finall", and yes, in the era of the
ADA, 1 can add to that \\~th a
wann smile and in a g ntle voice:
But I'll teach )'(/U hOH'-ijVOli watch,
ifyou Ii ten, if)'Oli care. "Amazing."
Poet James Broughton put it
this wa)~ in "Pas ing Through
Customs." "Life isn't a neat fit, it
comes in all shapes and size
Wear out your own passport,
wave when rOll'r drowning And
.
o it'll be a goodbye and bye."
On the surface he's talking
about diversity But he's saying it
for the sake of: commlll1i~y.

Students harassed in College Parl(
By "Chanticleer" staff
As if students in College Park were
not sick of dealing with the Friday and
Saturday night roadblocks, the Horry
County Police Department has a new
tactic to help its officers wage war on
Coastal's party scene.
On several occasions, plain-clothes
officers (one dressed in camouflage)
have been reported hiding in bushes and
behind trees, waiting patiently to slap
that unsuspecting party-goer with a
$259 ticket for a plastic cup.
Over the years, parties in College
Park have become a staple of social life
at Coastal. Whether you are throwing
horseshoes in the Pines, playing beer
pong on Destiny Lane or having a martini on Barberry Drive, you will always
be surrounded by familiar faces and, of
course, plenty of alcohol.
Coastal students have been throwing
parties in this neighborhood for years,
and 2002-03 were no exceptions. Keg
parties and beer pong seem to be unspo-

ken past-times for Coastal students.
Apparently too much fun is being
had. Police roadblocks have become
commonplace on Friday and Saturday
nights in College
Park and the
Alexander Springs area. If they are not
staking out the usual corner of Carolina
Rpad and Destiny Lane, they are
patrolling the _streets of College Park in
search of noisy parties and unsuspecting
violators of the open container law.
What would happen if they were to
catch you partying? Usually a $250
fine and a free night in a J. Reuben Long
executive penthouse.
Kevin McCarthy, CCU student and
College Park resident, was taken to jail
for a simple noise violation.
"It wasn't even a big party,"
McCarthy said. "The parties here are
mild
compared to USC and
Charleston. "
Some students feel that the police
officers' attempts at keeping the peace
are overzealous to say the least.
"They [the police] pulled me oyer for

honking my horn at some friends and
then gave me a $475 ticket for violating
the noise ordinance," said Ie sc
Marquet, CCU student and resident of
Carolina Pines. Marqu ,t has appealed
her ticket but is still awaitiLlg her trial.
HCPD now po it ions its officers in
and around shrubs and trees, hunting
out that prized underage drinking and
open container combination ticket that
will cost more than $500.
In a neighborhood that mainly consists of college students, noisy Friday
nights are not uncommon, which is why
the county police got involved in the
first place.
According to Horry County Chief
Paul Goward, the reason why the police
are patrolling the neighborhood so heavily is strictly a matter of citizen demand.
"The purpose of the police is to keep
the peace and maintain a level of order,"
Goward said. "It is difficult to balance
the partying desires of college students
with the expectations of order of the
other citizens in an area with such dif-

fcrent interests."
Goward al 0 said that when more
police offic r are requested in an area,
it is natural that they be witness to more
violations, causing the number of tickets and arrests to rise.
As far ¥ officers hiding in the bushes or disguising themselves, Goward ha
not heard of that specifically but defends
the right of officers to do whatever is
necessary in order to keep an area safe.
"There are no policies that tell officers what they can and cannot do as far
as the situation goes," Goward said. J\s
long as they are not violating civil rights
or search and seizure laws, officers are
allowed to take the initiative and use
their discretion when it comes to ticketing and arresting people."
Goward contends that it is out of
necessity that these measures are being
taken, and said the police officers dislike
the practice as much as the students.
"As long as you're not breaking the
law," Goward said, "you have nothing to
fear."
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MOVIE REVIEW

By:Brian Martin/assistant editor

When a phone rings, a person's first instinct
is to answer it, whether or not he knows who is
on the other end. It is this natural tendency
which finds Stu Shepard in a life-threatening
situation and drives the plot of "Phone Booth,"
the new film from director Joel Schumacher
Forest Whitaker ("Ghost Dog"), Radha
("Tigerland").
Mitchell ("Pitch Black") and Holmes
Colin Farrell ("Daredevil," "The Recruit") ("Dawson's Creek") round out the main cast.
stars as Stu, a sleazy publicist operating in New The characters they portray seem (0 serve as
York City. In the first few minutes of the film, representative parts of Stu's psyche. Whitaker
the audience sees Stu in his element, wheeling is a cop whose marriage was ruined, Mitchell is
and dealing with various clients and media out- ~tu's wife and Holmes is a young actress Stu is
lets from his cell phone as his assistant follows seeking to have an affair with. All three give
close behind. Stu cheats and manipulates near- quality performances, particularly Whitaker,
Iy everyone he comes in contact with, and although Holmes, with her bubbly, highviewers are all at once both disgusted by his pitched voice, seems like she's almost too young
actions and
to
be
impressed
involved in
that he is
all this.
Not to
able to pull
everything
be forgotoff
so
ten
is
expertly.
K i e fer
Aft e r
Sutherland
Stu calls his
("24") as
poten tial
the \'oic~
m i s t res s
terrorizing
( Kat i e
Stu
over
HoI m e s )
the phone.
from
the
Although
last
fullhe remain
bod i e d
unseen for
p h 0 n e
a majority
booth
in
of the film,
NYC,
he
turning up
receives a
oni, r in the
mysterious
fin a 1
call in said
-photo courle~' of IMDB mom e n t s ,
P h 0 n e Stu (Colin Farrell) faces a mad sniper gunning for his life in "Phone Booth."
booth. He
answers the ring, and finds himself pinned in Sutherland's distinctive voice is perfect in the
the booth by a sniper until the film's climax.
film, injected with the cold, emotionless dispoAside from the movie's opening moments, sition of a killer. His character is interesting in
following Stu as he walks down the sidewalk, that he is not really a traditional "bad guy."
"Phone Booth" plays out entirely in a single The fact that he is never really given any motilocation, the area surrounding the phone vation for his actions is not a problem here that
booth. Having a film without any real change it could be in a different film. His desire to call
of scenery seems like a risky move in today's Stu
to task for his wrongdoings make
industry, filled with moviegoers who don't nec- Sutherland's character appear more as a conessarily have the longest attention spans. science or an emotional force.
However, this provides the film with a sense of
This film is short, clocking in at right around
intimacy and immediacy which helps to make 80 minutes, but this is the perfect length for a
the movie both enjoyable and effective.
film like. this one. The movie may have gotten
Viewers are essentially there from start to dull had it lasted much longer. Schumacher,
finish. At first, the audience, like Stu, does not whose efforts over the la t few years have
give the mysterious caller much credence. As ranged from lackluster ('1\ Time to 1GB") to just
tensions rise and shots are fired, we begin to see plain god-awful ("Batman and Robin," "8
the peril that Stu is truly in.
MM," "Bad Compan)~" etc.), here demonstrate
The film delivers solid performances from its that he sti1l has the skill, 0 ca ionally, that was
stars. Farrell is given the most screen time by apparent in "Falling Down." "Phone Booth,"
far, and he has the most effective material to like "Falling Down," is a good story of II man
work with. His change from cocky, confident forced by circumstance to break down and rewise guy to humbled, repentant victim is a evaluate his life.
smooth transition, and this role should only further Farrell's status as a leading man.
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Need Money?
Need to make some extra
bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? Well, here's your chance
to make some cash ... The Chanticleer is looking for ad sellers.
It's si mple, sell an ad to be
placed in the newpaper and
make 10 % commission off the
sale. For more information
contact Nicole Service at
349.2330 or e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu
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Point/Counterpoint:
Beach Attire
B r Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
SqllllJvk! editor
It i tI,at time of ear again-time to forget all eI e and enjo ' a rcIa: 'ing day at the
beach. But ,,~thout fail, every year ther i
that licked-up old man in the Speedo or
the fak 'n bake in the thong. and it all
seem to become a horrifying distraction
to the relaxation.
The b 'ach i ' a public area. While
bea h attifi obviousl' i not meant to
cover you from head to toe, some may be
t.aking it too far and letting a little too
much hang out. For any situation a line
can be drawn £lIld there are always people
who ros it. It is !,Tfeat if you havc enough
confiden "to walk around in a Sp edo or
a thong. but wh:lt about everyone eI e on
the beach'?
p l do arc fQr swim meets. Not even
the life guards sit around in Specdos. If
you want to wear a super-tin r piece of
pand and g't grea ed up to bake in the
Wl, ,av it for your yacht. And the
C>

•

thongs ... since when has a bare ass vcr
been attractive? So 'ou think vou have
an exquisite body and want eV:l),one to
ee it-grcat-a bikini bottom that does its
job and covcr~ your buns show off your
Lxxiy as wel! a any thong.
The b 'ach is a typical vacation spot for
many families. A mother should not have
to c~ver a small child's eyes when a girl
stmts b, in a thong or docs her best
impression of Pamela Anderson. I lave a
little decen<:\~ Nor should she have to
worry about -giving her child an impromptu anatomy lesson when Mr. Speedo
comes along. As with all actions, think
about your surroundings. Yes, you have
your frc dom of e. 'pression but everything
has it limits.
So instead of pretending you are at a
photo hoot for the ne. t "Sports
Illustrdted" swimsuit edition, trv a [C'll
bathing suit on for size. Rememher you
,ue at a crowded public beach access and
keep it under wrap -either that or join a
nudist colony

COullterpoint: Let it all hang out
By Nicole Service

editor-in-chief
Picture thi.: it' summ l~ it'~ 104
degree in the hade, you just bought a
new CD and that book you've be n
meaning to read, . . 'our lawn chair i just
aching to b
et on the edg of th
o ean ...
And you weigh 267 pound .
Problem? I hardly think so.
VVe are ble sed to live so near the
ocean, e p dally in a place where d cent
beache
trctch for miles and mil s.
After growing up in the dead center of
the countl)', I can fully appreciate what a
true gift the ea is.
'x'<>ur appearance should have nothing
to do with 'our level of enjoyment as
you frolic in the water or soak up some
ra 's, If you are a man who feels like
wearing a Sp edo, Speedo awa'! If you
are a woman with a less than ideal bod\~
who care? There's no reason to bundle
up when all you are trying to do is enjo '
some fun in the sun.
Face it. Nobody has a perfect body,
and even if yours is a far CTY from an
Abercrombie ad, that is no reason to be
self-conscious in the place where people
ultimately go to relax.
And don't forget: the beach is loud.

will never actual!, be
able to hear people snickcring at you, and those who
would make it a goal to
point out your fashion fau.·pa ar' just j 'rks with mall
dick and girls with too
much mon y and fake
boobs.
Wear what you feel comfortable in at t1; b 'ach, and
do not let tile naysa 'er talk
you out of xour comfort
zone. I'm not saying that
you have to wear a string
bikini if 'lOU don't want to,
but I am ~aying that an e.xtra
roll around the belly should
not stop you from ~njoying
the weather as much a the
next guy.
If you go to the beach to
make yourself happy, th 'n
yOU should wear what
~akes you happ' as well.

LL rou CA

ICE)!!!
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THANK GOODNESS IT'S THURSDAY
9:00 M - 12:00A
15.99 PER ERSO ALL YOU CAN 0 l".00 OFF WaH COLLEGE ID
PACKAGES EXPIRE APRIL 30, 2003
@lill~lj8!1~!B1~u\..·~·~~A..,..

Wac.c.a.lH.aw Yawlmff Ce.H1.e.1r.. ~~~~~=----"::.=J
IOIMI! GR Y IT. MYRTLE

~

CN, $I 29579

)'<m

$2.00 ICH ULT

BOTTLES

$.50

CH UlTRA, BU &BUD LGHT
$5.50 leH ULT ,BUD &BUD LI H1

TUESDAY

It's a big beach. If people ~-------------
have a problem with the
way you look, they can 300 N. Kings Hwy.
move.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
It would probably be better for all of us if they just (843) 448-6162
kept walking.
Huge MuSSel/5,

THURSDAY
Broadway At The Beach
1320 Celebrity Square
(843) 62&-9535
Lucious Le & Tasty Tai/s!
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Stop stress and injury fro
By Nicole Service

editor-in-chief
For many college tudents on the
Grand Strand, summer is a time filled
with trip to the beach, bars, beer...
And busting as waiting table .
For anyone who needs to make a
bunch of cash fast, being a waiter (or
waitress) -in Myrtle Beach is one surefire
way to do it. Some weeks, a ~aiter walks
aw~y with over $200 per night (give or
take orne depending on where you
work), and that i certainly no cause for
complaint.
Yet the danger of waiting table ,
though often joked about, are real.
Those who have done the deed before
know that tre s, exhau tion and even
slippery floors can quickly tum another
. day on the job into a painful e:: :perience.
One of the most harrowing part of
being a waiter i stre s. It may sound
sillv because the fate of the world will
ne~'er depend upon how quickly , 'ou
refil1 tea, but for a group of people who
live off the generosit ' of those the,' erve,
messing up on the job i a real fear.
Most waiters have probabl ' had the
dreaded job nightmare. Maybe you have
over 100 people to . erve and not enough
time to do it. Maybe you just pilled a
pitcher of Pep i on an un u pecting customer. Ma;b you came up hundred of
dollar short on your count at the end of
the night.
\Vhatever the dream, it i
caused by stress from your plac of
employments.
You are not alone, and tho e who
would tell you that you are being silly do
not know what the, were talking about.
The government acknowledged over 20
year ago that waiting tables wa among

the 12 jobs with the highest level of
employee tre .
According to con umer health
reporter Paige Bierma, "Much of the
tre.
that come vith \ 'aiting tab I ,
unfortunatel"., i inherent in the nature of
the job."
.
That i to a)~ 'ou may have no cu tomers for hours, then )"ou are quadrupl
at at the same time. Plu not every cu tomer is all smile and un hine, and a
rude cu tomer hara. ing you can make
vour . tre, Ie reI. rrock 1.
, The bod./ i. b~ilt to react and deal
\ rith stre . Adrenalin i Ii lea ed, heart
rate increa. e, blood v~s e] con triet
throughout the bod: to allo ' mor blood
in vour brain and muscle - all the e
me~hanism are de igned to prepare 'ou
for a confrontation. Or a nice, long nm
awav from the tre or.
Th problem lie in prolong d ;tIe •
This can lead to ul er, migraines,
trokes, heart atta ks, chronic fatigue and
even premature aging, according to
Bierma.
Many waiters and waitr s e in highbusines areas, ruch a M rrtJe Bea h,
tum to drug. or al ohol to help them
" vind down" <ifter <: hift or "perk up" in
the morning. Thi elf-medicating b havior, \ hile a temporary oIution, reall.'
only add to the stre of th phy i 1
bod)~
which undoubtedly mak. th
mental condition e en ~orse.
Even if th only wa,' to eliminate
stres on the job L to, ~ell, quit, there ar
ways to Ie sen the impact and feel bett r
at the end of the day.
According to a sortment.com, reducing tre at a re rraurant begin at hom
\Vhcn "rou wake up in the morning, tak
orne time to be silent and rcla.:', maybe
c>

College is in your plans.You ve got the
brains to see it through. And thanks
to the Army National Guard. you also
have a way to pay for it all with the
Montgomery GI Bill. Tuition Assistance
and extra state benefits. Most Guard
members serve one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. so you'll still
have time for friends and family. A
degree is waiting for you. So loin the
team that will help you get it. In the
Army National Guard.
YOU CAN!

ha'
n i ed a b
af er
vaiting table for a littl
'hil. Thi i bound to
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"Tiger Woods 2003"
fun for experts and
beginners
By Majeed Fick
staff writer

Tiger Woods is definitely
the king of gold on the course,
winning more tournaments at
a rate unmatched so far in history. The kid can definitely
play golf, but is Tiger as good
off the course as he is on the
course?
I put EA games "Tiger
Woods 2003" to the test, and
it's safe to say that I have
played
man y
g 0 I f
games
in my
day, but
non e
I ike
t his.
It's
a
great
beginn e r
gam e
and

par, and miss the putt.
By earning attributes as
you play, your golfer improves
and hits the ball further and
with more accuracy. You can
even earn the ultimate "gold"
irons, drivers, and balls.
An all-star line-up is featured in the game, with many
tour players including Jesper
Parnavik, and Tiger himself.
Unbelievably, players have
their own unique swings and
style that matche up perfectly

v e r y

ea)' to
get
started

-photo courtesy of EA Sports
"Tiger Woods 2003" allows the player to trap on a kilt and play
in

cotland. if that is what you want to do.

\~ththe-----------------------------------------

beginners
tutorial,
et
extremely difficult to master
and beat. It has the interaction, the graphics and the fun
packed into the best golf game
to hit the stores yet.
Using the joystick in a
backward to forward motion
perform the interactive 5'~ng,
which is accurate and very sensitive to slight movements that
can ruin a shot. The player
even controls the spin of the
ball in flight.
Putting is the one complaint that I had. I didn't like
the st ,Ie of the caddy tip,
because you can never really
fully trust it to read the green
accurately
for you.
This
comes into play when you are
looking for the up and down

when you see them on Tv.
The music in the game
keeps thing
upbeat and
includes a good soundtrack of
rock songs, almo t a must in
video game play these days.
With many real life courses
to choose from, it is easy for
golf fans to fall in love. From
St. Andrews in Scotland to the
famous Pebble Beach and
Scottsdale courses here in the
states, there are many courses
and tournaments to choo e
from.
I give "Tiger Woods 2003"
a definite thumb -up. At first
it was a game review, but
many, many hours later it
became a favorite. It's not just
a game to rent; it's an addictive game that you should buy.
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Finding the be~t
apartInent for you
By Jessica McMurrer
news editor

Canterbury Apartment Homes ha furni hed
apartments, but they only come with wa her
and dryer connections, not the appliances themselves. Magnolia Lanes, on the other hand, is
unfurnished but comes equipp d wi h a wa her
and dryer in each unit. Some other amenitie to
compare are storage pace, cable television,
Internet access, kitchen appliances, patio or balcony and the monthly cost of utilitie .
Most tudent who live on campu . nnot
wait until they move off campu to a plac of
their own 0 they can get a puppy or orne other
pet. However, not every apartment allO\ s pe .
Pets under 25 pounds are
welcome at
Canterbury for a non-refundable fee of 250 and
a 26-50 pound animal is welcome for 350.
Al 0, 15 i added to th monthly li nt for the .
pet. Ale: ander prings require the same $250
non-refundabl fee for a pet, a do many other
comple. "e , and some imply will not allow nonhuman re iden s.
M.any apartment compl "e offer a wide variety of community f, ature, uch as pool , pi nic
and grill area, fitn s center, tenni courts
sand volleyball courts and club hou es \~th bi~
screen televi ion and billiards tabl . The (ompI xes that offer the mo t variety include
Canterbury, Chanticleer Village, Universitv
Place and Ale:'ander ·prings. Make ure to tm;r
those places i community benefits are important
to you.
Touring the apartments and peaking to the
managers are the best ways to learn the real
information about the apartm nts, 0 get out
there, tour, a k que 'tions and find that off campus living pace that was mad for you.

Now that the end of the pring semester is
fast approaching, students have many things on
their minds such as exams, summer plans and
jobs, registration for the fall semester and where
they will be living next fall.
The university and the Myrtle Beach area
offer many choices for apartment style living. It
can actually be quite a task to sort through all of
the flyers and pictures of floor plans to find the
apartment that is perfect for you.
To help you choose the living space that is
just right for you, your stuff, the person or people you will be living with and the pet you have
or want to get, compare the imilar feature of
each place.
Real e tate is all about location, location and
location. An apartment that is close to work,
chool, the beach or other place that matter to
you is of the utmost importance. Magnolia
Lanes Rental Community advertise that thev
arc at a prime location especially for students
because they are located within walking di tance
of the chool and clo e to the three major highways of the area: route 50 I, route 90 and. route
544, all of which go to the beach.
Price, obviously, i a major factor in deciding
where to live. You should be able to afford the
rent so that at the end of the month you and
your roommate( s) are not deciding between
paying the rent and buying fo d. The price for
apartments in the area ranges from $400 a
month per bedroom at Chanticleer Village to
$875 for a three bedroom/two bathroom apartment at Alexander Springs.
Other expenses \~th all of the apartment are
application and deposit fees. These are one-time
fee and usually the apartment offer a special to
wave part of one charge or another to encourage
you to sign a I-----------------------------~
lease
with
them. It is
important to
watch for these
special
and
also be aware
of
the contant changes
in rent costs.
Ings Hwy.
roadway A Th
It is also 300
1320 Celebrity
uare
important to Myrtl Beach, SC 29577
know what the (843
48-6162
(8 3) 626-9535
monthly rent
10% off food order with CCU ID
includes. For
example,

er
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Be sexy and confide
let him come to you.
Respect her indepen
but be there when she n
shoulder to cry on.
Take turns paying for
so he will know that you
choosing him but that you
not need him.
Wait a week to call her, 0
erwise you will look desperate.
Whatever you do, do not
have sex with him if you just
met.
Whatever you do, do
pressure her to have sex.

The world is filled with
advice for the single people.
Whether so-called experts are
telling you how to get a date,
what to do once you are on one
or how to solve the problems in
relationships, everyone seems
to know exactly what to do.
And absolutely none of it is
applicable to college students.
The experts tell the women
to be "sexy and confident."
Yeah, right. After you just took
ree tests or got off a nineour shift and are just looking
wind down with beeFwftd
end. Sure, you will look
And confi
es of 18

When was the last time you went on
a date? Not a get-together where you
casually meet your love interest at whatever bar or party his or her crew is hanging at, but an actual date?
It has probably been a long time.
Possibly never.
The art of dating is lost to our demographic, and the thoughtfulness that
goes into" dating" these days is at an alltime low. How hard is it to meet someone at Broadway and buy him/her a few
beers?
If you really want to impress someone, :try actually taking him/her some-

disastrously, and with every
mistake, not to mention every
zit, the confidence factor plummets.
The experts tell the men to
let women be "independent"
but be a "shoulder to cry on."
What kind of a relationship is
that? For most college guys,
that translates to "Let her have
fun with everyone else then
bitch, moan and whine to me."
And the waiting to call?
How much sense does that
,yo
·n probabl

where, maybe even (gasp!) just the two
of you. Here are some fun and affordable places you can go in Myrtle Beach
which constitute an actual date:
Pelicans Game. An
or
the

its course, students n
ent ways to: a) attr
other and b) stand eac
for more than a day.
Most college students,
and gals alike, are not 100 g
for a serious, long-term re tionship that will last until th
end of time. They already have
enough to worry about. More
likely, they are looking for
someone they can trust
tmple
have a good time·
as that
r college women, there are
ways to attract the non-sleazeballs.
According to Gary
Gangi, The Single Guy of the
"Daily
Egyptian"
in
Carbondale, IL, girls may know

have nachos, hot dogs, beer and a game
to keep you entertained. In this relaxed
atmosphere, the pressure is off, making a
genuinely good time possible.

IMAX Movie. All right. this might
not sound terribly ingenious, but think
about it. Movies have alway been safe
ground for a first date because it keeps

the power they have over men,
but men are more perceptive
than the fairer species gives
them credit for.
"What look you present
reflects what kind of woman
you are," Gangi said.
For instance, if you are
painted like a Barbie doll and
earing barely-able-to-walk-in
eels that match your bag, guys
hn tell that you are one highmaintenance chica.
"The bottom line is every
guy wants a fun girl-and how
fun can you be in a half-inch of
makeup and ankle-strapped
Pradas?" Gangi asks.
At this age, guys are looking
for a great catch, not a future

the awkward conversation lulls to a min-imum, and everyone looks good in the
dark. An IMAX movie is only a couple
extra bucks, and it shows your date that
you put some thought into your plans.
And if you are a lady who is paying,
guys like their televisions big. and that
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burden.
Approachability
is the key. Buying a drink
for the guy is always a good
way to start, and if he is a
decent dude. he will buy
the next round
Remember, according
to Gangi, "A laid-back lady
with a good sense of
humor and a lot of patience
is what a guy really needs. "
Believe it or not, the
same can be said for
women.
If you are a guy trying
to bring that fun. interesting. low-maintenance babe
to you, there are a few simple ways to do this.
Many college women
have confidence issues, and

while they may be flamboyant and outgoing on
the outside, insecurities
abound underneath the
surface. So guys, do not be
surprised if a woman will
not make the first move
when you are with a group
of friends. That situation
is intimidating, the same
as it is for guys who refuse
to approach a girl when
surrounded
by
her
entourage.
Most girls are not looking for a knight in shining
armor; they already have
their own swords and are
not afraid to use them.
Like college guys, college
girls are looking for some-

thought pattern carries onto the movie
screen.
The Pavilion. Finding things to talk
about is easy in an atmosphere filled
with Dippin' Dots. cotton candy. rides
and many. many people available for
mocking. When the sun goes down in
Myrtle Beach, take a ride on the
Hurricane, quite possibly the world's
shakiest roller coaster, and let the
momentum carry throughout your date.
This old-time amusement park is a great
place for laughs and stories which might
even make it to date #2.
Hot Fish Club. Yes, thIS is a bar, the

,~
....
,.
...

~-' ~

one to have fun
someone they can "ftwn"",rI,JI
on. Guysdonoth.~~~~~~~
Rico Suave. Plain ~r.Kl"
Smiles who can ge
laugh on an oth
cloudy day will do just fine.
If the bottom line ~
guys is that they want a fun
girl, the bottom line for
girls is they want an appreciative guy. Guys, you do
not need to fear intense
heart-to-hearts. If you really are more perceptive than
the ladies give you credit
for, use that talent to get
her attention. When it
comes to girls, a tiny bit of
positive perception can go
a long way.

"A I:

,,= ~ '~l "1. ~ ~
...

very thing you are trying to avoid, but it
is a really cool one. Located right on the
Inlet, there is good food, good booze
and usually decent music. With an
atmosphere that is uniquely South
Carolina without the touristy tackine s
of Myrtle Beach, you get the same effect
as a bar (noise, alcohol, social scene),
but, like the (MAX, going there shows

-

that you put in a
little extra effort
when
planning
the date. Just
-"
,. '""
make sure one of
you
is
ober
enough to drive home.
Alligator
Adventure.
othing bring two people closer
together like being snapped at by
a 10-foot 'gator. This little frolic
with nature will gi e you newanimal adventure memories and
undoubtedly dredge up remembrances of childhood mi hap

involving four-legged friend . And gu ,
if your date gets to hold a bab tig r, h
will m t Ii el be a veritabl marshmal 10 for th re t of th da , m
th tran ition to th "n
pri ingl moo .

NEED TO WORK ON YOUR
FINAL PROJECTS BUT LOW
ON CASH?
THE LIBRARY CAN HELPI
COMPLETE THE LIBRARY
USER SURVEY AND HAVE

100/0 off Repairs
..wlth CCU 10

OIL CHA GE - TI ES - BRAKES - MI

€f-~I!)QIltl!lD(ffiIB
hours M-F 8:00 - 6:00
Next to CHOC'S on 544

Phone #347-8902
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Library media selectio
By Emerson Dyer

staff writer
Have you been to the library
lately? Wait. Have you ever been
to the library? No? That's okay;
it was a rhetorical question.
• Moving on, I have to say that
now would be a perl'ect time to
check. out the building that houses a portion of your tuition
money: books. Actually it has
more than books to offer now.
The Kimbel library; conveniently
located between the Singleton
Building and the Student Center,
in case you did not know, now
has a rather impressive selection
of Compact Discs (CD's) for
your musical enjoyment. And
guess 'what, all you need to check
them out is a student identification card and an empty wallet.
Yep, they're free.

Margaret Fain and Ann
Wegner have been the primary
founders of the collection so far.
The idea to start a collection
arose when Electric Avenue (now
Sports Authority) went out of
business and sold the ren\ainder
of their CD stock. for very little,
which enabled Wegner and Fain
to stretch the Library and Music
Departments'
money.
And
Sounds Familiar, located on 38th
Avenue in Myrtle Beach"has
very generously donated some
multicultural albums and pop
selections.
Located on the second floor,
the selection ranges from, but is
certainly not limited to, Oassic
Rock to Southern Jazz to AfroAmerican (excluding rap)
to
Sacred Vocal Music to good old
Blue . The Oassic Rock section
alone i well worth the les. -than-

a-mile walk from wherever you

are on campus. They have tons of
big name album from tons of big
name bands like the Bearle ,Bob
Dylan, The Who, the Rolling
Stones, Led Zeppelin, Jimi
Hendrix. Creedence Oearwater
Revival, Bruce pringsteen and
the Velvet Underground.
The goal of the section has
been to collect as many albums
from the Rolling tone Top 100
from '67-'87 as possible.
"Now that we have most of
those we can start concentrating
on the 90's," Wegner said.
The modem ('87-pre ent)
selection i no comparison. yet, to
the das ic rock section, but it i
existent. They already own
album by
irvana, Dave
Matthews Band, the Smashing
Pumpkins, Sheryl Crow and
many more.

"Wishful Thinking" a fun, lig t- ea
By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief
Who would have thought that a bar,
'70 music, t\vo old men and of course, a
genie, would be so fu~ny?
Apparently CCU student director
Jason Adams. His original production of
"Wi hful Thinking" by local playwright
Kathryn Martin with an all-student cast i
pretty hy terical.
The basic plot is that an overweight
and under-appreciated bar owner, Kelly;
find a magic lamp as she i cleaning out
her deceased father's belongings. Eugene
the Genie decides to make her succe sful
in love and life by slimming her figure,
and what results is general mayhem.
The Genie has not been released since
the 1970s, and Michael Bratsafolis's
interpretation is right on. He oozes sleazy
charisma, and his facial expressions alone
are cause for laughter. Not only can he
change Kelly'S life, but he can make music
play on demand, as he does in the hilarious "Copa Ca'bana" and "Mormon
Tabernacle Choir" scenes. Bratsafoli i
over-the-top fun, and his effervescent performance is the whacky comedy that
brings the show to life.
In contrast, Julian Coletta' portrayal
of Jack. Kelly's true love interest, is ubdued and appealing. He is the awkward,
quintessential "nice guy;" so cute and naturally sympathetic.
His normalcy is
attractive, and Colletta somehow manages to stand out in a cast of otherwise
wild characters.
Senior Lizz Farmer plays Kell)~ and she

does an cxcell nt job impl. ring the complexity of the relation hip in her life, both
before and after the weight 10 . Although
the script does not give her much transition room from being the chunky cutie
next door to a villainou vix n, Farmer
manage to make her character flow
de pite h r omewhat schizophrenic tendenci~ . Also, he had to be a bartender
as she acted, no easy task, and he does
the job smoothly with no interruption.
Also, the supporting ~1: of characters
play an important pan in thi
show.
From horny old men to, well, ju t plain
horny men, their one-liners come as surprises and help illuminate the main characters' personalities. Especially refreshing
was
the~__________________~

s c e n e
when Sam
(Kenny
Greer)
and Wallv
(C h a
Fries), the
two
old
of

m n, a k
Ja c k ,
"How's it
hangin'?"
It was natural, sweet
and 'w ritten
by
non e
other than
the director
of
JuHan Coletta, Michael Bratsafoli and Lizz Farmer
the play starred in "Wishful Thinking."

n e
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Protect yourself from sunburn
By Leilani Johnson

staff writer

also recommended to use a
sun creen with
a
Sun
Protection Factor (SPF) of at
least 15. SPF is a scale that
factors how long it will take
the average person to sun-

inflammation, making it Ie
painful.
Next, take a cool bath,
but do not use bubble bath or
oil; use oatmeal or baking
soda instead. Do not scrub or

cancer. Many tudents look
fonvard to the sunny weather because it gives them a
chance to lie out on the bach
and get a tan, but keep in
mind what tanning actually
does to the
skin.
According
the
American
Academy of
Dermatology,
"Tanning
when
un's
ultraviolet
rays
penetrate
the
kin's inner
which
the

"'"ith days after days of
continuous rain, it i difficult
to imagine a day wh n the
sun
actually
be out
Ion g
enough
for p 0pIe
to
nee d
. u n screen.
But
wi thin
weeks,
or even
days, it
is bound
to happen.
I n
pr parat ion,
m a k e
sure to
take the
pro per
precau________________________________________________________-=______________

,,,,ill

~------

~

more
melanin as a
response to
the damage."
0,0 i n g
thi too often
the
" kin'
ture

-photo courtesy of Google Images change,
t ion
Though lying out in the sun all day might feel good. you may feel the repurcussions later in the day as well as later in life.
ing age pot
w hen
g 0 i n g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and wrinkle .n
outdoors. Not doing 0 can burn. For example, if a per- shave, and use a soft towel to
If you feel faint or naure ult in your "fun in the sun" son normally bums in 15 pat the skin dry.
seous or
perience severe
being cut short and having to minute, taking sunscr 'en
Rub an ice cube on the sunburn, see a doctor immestay indoors in pain, tr ring SPF 15 means that they will areas of the skin that feel diately.
not to let anything touch burn in ISO minute", - IS rough, and then smooth on a
Whether you are going
your burned skin.
time longer than without sunburn treatment lotion out in the sun to get a tan or
How to prevent it:
sunscreen.
(that has b en in the refriger- walk the strip, remember to
The fiL t thing to do is
Above all, clothing can ator) over th bumed areas. protect yourself with the
determine
whether
vou help. Wear a wide-brimmed For best results, the lotion proper sunscreen or unblock.
should u e unscreen or ~c;un hat, sunglasses and
loose
hould contain aloe vera It may cern tedious now, but
lock. Sun reen chemicallv clothing if ou can.
and/or menthol.
it is benefi ial for the years to
absorbs ultra violet (U\i)
How to remedv a sunAnd most importantly, come. For more information
ray. , ,rherea~
sun block burn:
.
stay out of the sun. There is about
sunburn
and
physically blocks them (i.e.,
There are many tricks to nothing worse than getting melanoma,
go
to
the
that bright pink lotion usual- make the pain of corching, another sunburn when YOU American Academ'
of
Iy
donned on people's hurning hell not feel
as are feeling the agony of ~me Dermatolo!,'Y web ite at
no es).
unplea ant. One suggestion already.
\\'Ww.aad.org.
Although sunburn is
unscreen should be u d i to take some aspirin or
oon as rou painful, it i · important to
if you will be out ide for at ibuprofen as
realize
that
'ou
mav have realize that there are more
l'a t 20 minute. For be t
re ults, apply it 30 minutes sunburn, and continu~ taking dangerous consequence to
before going outdoors and them until the burn heals. prolonged sun e,"posure, such
This will cut down on the as melanoma, a type of skin
again every two hour . It i
L

The Vmes
wi The Music

$15- 17.50
9 p.m. (door 8 p.m.)

4.22
Trapt & Seether
wI Double Drive

$15-$40
8 p.m. (door: 7 p.m.)

4.24
Gov'tMule &
Cowboy Mouth
$17.50·$45
8:30 p.m. (door: 7:30 pm)

4.27

The
Wallflowers
$19.50· 49
8p.m. (door: 7p.m.)

MOVIE REVIEW

B
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The death of horror 11m ha b n
Ion in th m king, and it's all I 'In
William on' fault. If he didn't tart b

humorou
(''''illiam on'
o '11 "I Kn
\t\'ha You Did
a
t

HOUSE OF

1000 CORPSES
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NDRDSCD"S
Aries (March 20-April 19): Yc)Ur friendly and giving nature has served you well this seme ter, but now
it is time to give back. Reach out to peo 1le who you
have previollsly given little consideration.
ot only
w:ill you feel hetter abollt \,our. elf, but you might disCover a true friend where you least e. pe 'ted to find it.
Tauru (April 20-May 19): Along with your new
take on life comes new responsibilities that you had
not fore e 'no Do not shntg them off as unimportant.
Rather, embra e what might be diffi ult and do not shy
away from anything. You have to s 11 your l.itrcngth to
yourself before anyone d
is going to bu_' it.
Gemini (May 20-June 20): It i time to get over
whatev"r psychosomatic illne you think you are dealing with now and ju t get on with -,our !if. Being
tuck in, rut is )1( rmal, but thi nne t r you have p'rftett d it into a lifestyle. People alOund you are getting
fed up, ' nd if you do not change now, you may not he
able to not far down the road.
Cancer (June 2I-July 21): It i time to kick> <>tlr
tunted motivation into high gear. \\Thile you arc liS 'd
to oth'r peopk taking care of YOU, it is time to grow
up ju t a little' and v nture out into th world on your
own. Y ,the comforts of hom art tempting, but you
will never he.truly independ ~nt until you take a grand
plunge into life.
Leo (July 22-August 22): Just, ,hen you thought
you could not I ossihly do l'vcrythin 1 you had on your

ree

a

,

plate, ahhh ... you made it through. Take this time to
enjoy your accomplishments, just do not go crazy with
your finances. Having a couple (dozen) beers is okay
con idering what you have been through, hut put a cap
on it once your wallet start. screaming.
Virgo (August 23-September 21): There is no rest
for the wean; and that has nt:ver bt:en mor> tru~. In
tru Virgo f;lshion, you will plow through thi I. te t
mess of obstacl s with your usual organization and p rsistenc '. Just remember to give yourself a br 'ak. You
do not have to be perfect to pass, and you will be less
an. ious once you ollvince yourself of that.
Libra (September 22-0ctober 22): Though the
last thing vou probably want to think about i mployIn nt, you nl: d to tak some time to makt:
rious
ded ion about th' upcoming month. If' y u are
unhappy in your job right now, wh ' 11.1t your If
through another summ r of it? And if you at" car hing, make sure you pick somewhere that fits 'our pi ley
naturc.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21): lour goufy
side has trulv hined lateh; and vou ma ' have noticed
that h ing 'hal py and ;refree" makt tht
p pIe
around _'ou much happier than your usual 'nl 1 m.
Ye, area m i'i part of your charm, but mi ing it with
your new light-h arted side will mak your friends 10\ e
YOU all the mor .

a

Go

•
n • verslty

I ' : AITI,t", 'UIU
Sagittarius ( ovember 22-December 21):
Enterin T into tl e home tretch of the seme t "r, the rest
might seem like a brceL . Keep in mind that it i not
that way for everyone, and you do still have ome
rc pon. ihilitic to tend. Take on In re than what ou
ee as 'our fair share of the \ 'ork so tho e YOU care
,b ut will not have au to elf-de truet.
apricorn (December 22-January 19): Latel ' it
eems
if hard work h, onl} led to dis. ppointment,
but that is just sometime the wa ' life \\'( rks out. Do
not slip back into your old "\\'h ,·both r-I-don't-reallycare" phase. Admit to your elf that you do in fact ar
about the mo~ stres ful asp t of life, ' nd th n _our
hard work will start to ma e en .
Aquariu (January 20-February 17): fter a f, ,
months in LIang t rritory. li~ i r turnin ba·k t )
normal, y t you ar still uns ttl d. Thi feeling i rtormal with any tran ition -ju t do not let it make you
dcpre std. K p an open mind and r"alize th t ther
, re better thi! gs to com.
In tim
II you an do is
wait.
Pisce (February I -March 19): Ev n the \ eathe r s ems to b mo king 'Oll . lately, and trying to nap
out of what s em like a a on-long funk i n t Joing
to h an as.' ta k. R turn t th p opl < nd thin'
that u cd to be guarant d to m.akt 'Oll happy, ,nd
r meml er that it i up to you t
change your mind
ahout how you feel.

Tasse
o
t re

615 Hwy. 544, your off campus bookstore
(Ir e cap, gown and tassel, plus ~003 t-shirt wIt is coupon and purchase of bas·c grad p c)

Save $30 and more on Graduation
Announcements your cap, gown and ta sel.
Compar with on-c mp s boo store and save SSS
Order d ring he Graduation Fair or any time-NO
LATE CHARGES!

Basic Gra 'p c-S67.50
i5 perso alized anna nc ment ith matching
yo note, 15 go .
enve ope sea S, 60 r ur aatare S bes
FREE CAP, GOWN & TASSEl,!
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Opiruio.-__
At thi moment there are hundred of thou and of tudent
attending college and universi .
around the country: Tho e of
0
are tuden here . I be com
g
with them when we appJ to graduat
school. Each of u will be asked to
give our GPA wh filling out applications, but ho accura r ill
GPAs represent our pe.rf; rman
in
college?
Most studen
the follo\\ing a
seal : 100- O=A
(3.5); 5- O=B
(2.5); 75-70=C
(1.5); 65-60 =D

B.

m.
-Brian DiJNeJfU
student

SPONSORED BY COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY STIJDENf 80 SI G Fo
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11tis could be the
plane that -----~......~
takes you on
your Caribbean
Get-A-Way.

Thi co ld
This could be .
the Caribbean
beach
where you get
your Summer tan.
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Introducing UNIVERSm PlACE, the new West Campus of Coastal Caroliaa
University. This rommllllity of student apartments provides u environment for
academic achievement and social opportunities second to Bone. e' e made it
easy for you to live aad study:

• 4 bedroom furaished apartm ts

• .4 miles from MaiD eampas • On-site Comauaity Activity Boase
• 3.5 acre lake • State-of-the-art security systems
• Phone, cable I:: higIa speed iatenlet iad
fa lase

Aad

DO

you can be even hackier..•Den

OU

siga a lease agreem

t

til

U iversity Place yoar lWIIe will be entered into a dra' for a 2 3
oadster. .da oaJ 5 t , be4s .V1IiJ.abIe in P
Oa our an
of wia.rtin2
8I'e

ip.

coop

ate. for t e 1M
oadster arouad camp
.ad 8 t
aiversity Place CaribbeaB trips aad other I
Better yet, top by our odel on 544 just soatlr of
CC en
fuII'li see aoby tills ~ is • jIIM:e 10 k.

08

Be 8M of tie IflCiy OlIn 10 live III U.1tJersUy PIlla.

Visit Our On-Site Leasing Office &; Model At 1134 Hwy. 544 Just South Of The CCU Cam.pu&
We-Ve Made It Easy Th Live & Study. CALL 843-2M-8000

~
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FROM THE DESK OF THE SGA PRESIDENT
Hello Fellow Chants!! As
the academic y ar comes to
the end, I encourage tudents
to continue supporting campu events. As 'ou may know,
'our SGA has been working
hard to provide the student
body with an outdoor deck.
We are hoping the deck will
provide a entral meeting
place for students to meet and
studr Furthermore, it is our
objective to take full advantage of outh Carolina' , beautiful wcather. The deck in
tentatively expect to be completed by end of the summer.
SGA will be looking for

scveral
nc. y<:ar to keep
our
senate
strong. If you
are interest in
serving in the
SGA senate,
talk to your
re pective
club president or contact the SGA
office @ 3492320. In addition to the senators, the SGA will
be s eking leaders to
, erve on the ne. t

executive board, so
if vou are interested in serving
in this way,
please contact the SGA
office.
I would
like' to take
this opportunity
to
congratulate
the Senator of
the Year, Lisa
Sharp.. The
Senator of the
Year Award is in
honor of Chad

Michael Beaty. The award i
presented to a enator that ha
demon trated
out tanding
service to the cnate. In addition, ] would like congratulate
the Club of the Year. The Club
of the Year went to two clubs
this y ar that demonstrated
purpose and ervice to the
campus. The Clubs of the Year
were Go pel Choir and
.TR.I.D.E.
These awards along with
other recognition awards will
be pre ented at the annual
GA banquet.

SGA PRESIDENT
BRIAN NUNEZ

This might sound weird coming from a
bTuy who' lived at the beach hi whole life,
but I've never been the biggest fan of
the 0 can. I mean, I like looking at it, '.""-''''''.and I like boats, but I've nev r ca
much for s\vimming in the ocean.
The reason for this is that one can
A..~jI;i
simply not know what is in the "-"~".-..r
water. Anything deeper than an inch
below the surface of the water vanish- .'-~_~.I'1fi
es in the brownish-gray murk. I don
This monster of the
know what's down there, but, having
deep
weighed 330
been a kid at one point, I have a few idea. pounds and sported tentacles five meters in
A chill runs dmvn my spine when I ee length. But this was only a half-grown
someone diving into the ocean, emerging specimen of a colo sal squid.
from beneath the waves moments later and
Remember in "20,000 Leagues Under
spitting water from their mouth. There the Sea," when a squid attacks Capt.
could b a kid five feet away taking a dump Nemo's Nautilus? Well that was onl a
in his swim trunks. But I guess ignorance giant squid. The colo sal squid can grow
is bliss.
to be even larger.
. Now I know what you're saying. "Thi
The recovered colossal squid had eyes
guy's a paranoid freak." All right, I'll give the size of dinner plates, and loads of
you that much, but there are more things in razor-sharp hooks to attack prey (i.e.- anythe ocean to be feared than a simple child thing else in the water (i.e.- p'ople)). And
incapable of "holding it."
don't think that it won't attack humans.
Submitted for your approval: the crew These thing are very aggressive, sporting
of a fishing boat recently made an incredi- an array of weaponry which would put the
ble discovery off the coast of Antarctica, Department of Defense to hame. The
having caught a creature known as a colos- eight arms and two tentacles on the bea t
sal squid.
have up to 25 teeth-like hooks, deeply root"Big deal," you say? You have no idea.

into muscle and able to rotate 360
degrees, as well as suckers to make certain
that prey will not escape.
CNN has quoted marine biologist Kat
Bolstad as saying, "This is a very aggressive animal and moves quickly. If 'ou fell in
the water next to it you would be in big
trouble."
The colossal squid is something of a rarity. This was only the second time an
intact one has been retrieved. The creature
wa long believed to d\ 'ell deep under the
surface of the frozen Antarctic water . This
squid, however, was discovered much closer to the surface than scientist ' had .ever
though pos ible.
Scientists have clearly underestimated
their deep-sea nemesis. The quid are
becoming more aggres ive, clearly not content to remain in the cold depth. of the
ocean. The' are beginning to pread out,
and scientists are baffled. Trul ~ there can
be no way to tell where the mon t rs will
turn up ne t.
You want to risk wrestling with one of
the e bitche , be my guest. Me, I think I'll
look to a nice, clear, chlorine-filled swimming pool for relaxation on tho e hot summer days.
-Brian Martin
assistant editor

LEITER
TO THE
EDITOR
\Vhile the majority
f
Coastal Carolina University tuden~ cho e the lik>
of Ke ' '"
West or Cancun as their preferred Spring Break destinations, II pluck' ouls w"re farther away than mo, t, enjo 'ing
the beauty and history-filled
destination of Ireland. The
three credit hour CoUTS tour,
headed b , recreation professor
Dr. Alan Case, was the 4th
annual trip made by C U Studen~, and thi ~ 'ear focused on
the northw st of Ireland.
ot exactJ..: regarded ao; a
tropi -lloc.."1tion, Ireland offer a
far t,TfCat r 'p 'ri 'nc than ju t
beach
nd
'ktail and the
group certainly re ived the full
treatm nt with well-organized
da. . s 111£1t would start very early
and go on very late!
Their first destination was
the modern ollege to\\11 of
Galwa ~ During 111 four night
in Galwa\~ the C 'U studen~
traveled 'to ee su h famous
plac s as the Oiff of Moher
and the Aran Islands. ~ econd
·top on the trip \'a the quaint
location of Westport. The final
stop was the river- eparated
town of ligo.
The group
enjoyed the local company in a
variet' of inn r city location ,
hiked the infamous "One Man '
Pass" on Slieve ~ague' ea
cliff:, and even had time to
spend one Saturda' afternoon
enjoying a Gaelic Football
Match. A, 'eary group of students now made the final leg of
their 12-day adventure to
Bunratty C~ tIe. It was a fitting
end to a wonderful trip that has
given the 1I. tud 'nts not only
a lifetime of memorie and experiences, but 11 lifelong friend
as well.
For further information on
the Ecotourism trip to Ireland,
contact Dr. Alan
Case at
alan@coa'itaI.edu.
-Stu Riddle, CCU student
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Honoring The Hig

Academic

The following Awards will be presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

e

Academic Department Awards
Honors Program Medallions
Faculty's Academic Excellence Award
Ronald D. lackey Service Award
Student Affairs Division Award
Distinguished Teacher-Scholar lecturer Award
Distinguished Teach of the Year Award

Recognitions:

Accounting

Jeffre D.

Art S udio

Ed a

b

d J. err

Biology
Chemistry and P ysics

Suze e ,lopez

Computer Science

C . a E eel

Early Childhood Educa .on

Je s'cc . Perry

Elementary Educafo

on B. Go

English

ebecca Ha

finance

• Honor Societies
• Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities

Health Porno ion

• Student Presenters 2002-2003

In erdisciplinary S udie

c

naud Caffi

Foreign languages

His ory

Management

Performances by:
Coastal Carolina University Concert Choir
Coastal Carolina University Symphonic Band

Marine Science
or e 'ng

Garry L

a hem a 'cs

lic

us'c
P ilosop yond Religion
P s'ccl Educa Ion
potircs and Geograp y

This event is free and open
A reception sponsored by the
Student Government Associa ion
and the Office of the Provost
will follow the convocation,

0

the public.

Psyc ology
ecrea 'on

ora

Se"'ondcry Educa io
Sociology
Thea er

COASTAL CAROU
U I

ER IT

a
Ja on C Ada

I

BIG SOU' 1.11
REPORT
Big South Conference
SAAC. To Help In Habitat
For Humanity Project
HIGH POINT, N.C.-The Big South
Conference Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee (SMC) will assist with a
Habitat for Humanity project Saturday
in High Point. The Big Sou~ wil~ ~end
member of its M ,who wIll be Jomed
by Conference office staff and staff members from Big South Corporate P~er
ALLTEL, to help Habitat for HumanIty
with several projects beginning at 8:30
a.m. Gatorade will provide refreshments
at the event.
"Its great that our student-athletes can
give back to their communities this way,"
said Big South Commissioner Kyle B.
Kallander. "Habitat for Humanity has
done great work for those ~ need and ~s
is a wonderful OppOrtunity for the Big
South, to assist them in the High Point
community. "
The Habitat for Humanity project is
being held in conjunction with the Big
South's
Student-Athlete
Advisory
Committee annual meeting. The SAAC is
made up of student-athlete representatives from each of the League schools.
Each year, selected SAAC represe~tati.ves
from each Big South Conference mstitution meet to discuss issues pertinent to
League student-athletes and their welfare.
"It's great to see student-athletes giving back to the community, n said . Susan
Wood, Executive Director for HabItat for
Humanity of High Point, Archdale and
Trinity. "It shows that they are ~o.t only
athletic role models, but also CIVIC and
academic role models."
Habitat for Humanity of High Point,
Archdale and Trinity is an affiliate of
Habitat for Humanity International, a
nonpront, ecumenical Christian organization dedicated to eliminating poverty
brings
housing worldwide. Habitat
together people with resources and people
in need to build simple, decent, affordable houses. The homes are sold to those
in need at no profit, through no-interest
loans. Founded in 1976 by Millard Fuller
along with his wife Linda , Habitat for

Humanity has built and old more than
125,000 houses, providing shelter for
more than 625,000 P ople worldwide.
Habitat has affiliat s in every state of the
United States and in 82 other countries
around the world.

Coastal Graduate Playing In
Masters
Coastal Carolina graduate Alejandro
(Alex) Larrazabal teed it up in the opening round at the Masters. Larrazabal, who
played the past two seasons at CCU, will
be paired with Fred Couples and Jerry
Kelly for the first two rounds of the event.
The threesome went off together at 8:54
a.m. Friday.
The 23-year-old Larrazabal earned hi
way into the Masters, alon~ with everal
other prestigious internatIonal tournaments including the 2002 British Open,
by capturing the 2002 B~tish Amate~,
including a thrilling I-up WIn over MartIn
Sell in the 36-hole final at the Links of
Royal Porthcawl. He was a two-time AlIBig South performer, finishing ~ird and
second in the 200 I and 2002 BIg South
Men's Golf Championships, respectively.
A native of Barcelona, Spain, he was also
a member of the World National Team
with current PGA star Sergio Garcia, who
he played a practice round with on
Tuesday.
.
Couples is the 1992 Masters champIon, where he won by two strokes over
Raymond Floyd. Couples has never
missed a cut in 18 appearances and owns
eight top-10 finishes in the event. In his
career, Couples has
won 14 PGA
Tournaments and five international, along
with playing on five Ryder Cup te~s.
Kelly picked up his first PCA Tour WIn m
the 2002 Sony Open in Hawaii. Kelly,
playing in just his second Masters, was in
the top 10 eight times during the 2002
tour season, finishing sixth on the PCA
Tour money list.

Carte, Swindle Tabbed
Weekly Baseball Award
Winners

CHARLOTTE, N.C.-Winthrop' .
Daniel Carte and R.J. Swindle from
Charleston Southern were named the
weekly Big South baseball award winners,
with Carte claiming the Player of the
Week and .Swindle earning the Pitcher of
the Week.
Carte hit .412 (7-for-17) on the week,
including four home runs and 10 RBI. Six
of his seven hits were for extra bases. He
drove in 37% of the Eagle' runs thi
week, leading Winthrop to a 3-1 record.
He was also hit by a pitch and had a .444
on base percentage. Carte also went 3-for3 in the stolen base category, and was perfect in the field.
Swindle went 2-0 last week, allowing
no earned runs in 12 innings pitched. He
pitched five scorele innings to get the
win over Gardner-Webb. He then threw
seven innings in a 4-2 win over
Birmingham-Southern. For the week,
Swindle allowed eight hits on no earned
runs in 12 innings pitched while striking
out 10 and walking just one batter.
Each week during the season, the Big
South Conference will post a weekly
baseball report. The Wingate Inn Player
of the Week, the Freshman of the Week,
League notes, results and upcoming
matches will all be featured in the report.

Hahn. Doyle Earn Weekly
Softball Awards
CHARLOTTE, N.C.-The Big South
Conference released its sixth softball
report of the 2002-03 season. Uberty's
Lauren Hahn claimed Player of the Week
honors, while Coastal Carolina's Christine
Doyle was tabbed the Pitcher of the
Week.
Hahn batted .421 on the week, leading the Flames with a .947 slugging percentage, which was aided by three home
runs, a double and five RBI. She succe sfully recorded a hit in five of the Lady
Flames six games on the week. She was
walked twice in the one game that she
went hitless. She was 4-for-5 with three
runs scored, three RBI and two home runs
in a game against N.C. A&T She finished
with three runs scored and a double to

help the Lady Flam to a doubleheader
sweep of Hampton.
Dovle was stellar last week, going 2-0
with a '0.00 ERA in her two app arance.!.
Dovle shut out UNC Wilmington to open
the' week, going the distance with a onehitter and striking out ix. She then led
CCU to a win in the.opener at Charleston
Southern, cattering seven hits and striking out three in the 5-0 victory over the .
host Bues. For the year, Doyle is now 136 with a team-be t 1.51 ERA in 134.1
innings pitched with 89 strikeou~ and
nearly a 3-to-l trikeout-to-walk ratio. .
~ch week during the ~ea on, the Big
South Conference will post a weekl'
women's softball report. The Wingate Inn
Player of the Week, the Pitcher of the
Week, League not ,results and upcoming matches will all be featured in the
report.

Ketola. Wilson Earn Golfer
Of The Week Awards
CHARLOTTE,
.C.-Coastal
Carolina's Dale Ketola and Elon's Sammy
Sue Wil on were named the Big South
men's and women's golfers of the week
the League announced Monday. .
.
Ketola had his top career finIsh, tymg
for the top spot before falling in a threeway playoff for medalist honors at the
Bradford Creek Intercollegiate. Ketola
posted a three-round total of even-par
216,. including a final round 71, to lead
the -Chants to a econd-place finish, by
one shot, in the 18-team event.
Wilson carded a team-best 77 in the
only round of the William & ~ary
Invitational last weekend. She finished
tied for 16th in the 118 golfer field to
help pace Elon to a tenth-place finish. .
Each week during the season, the Blg
South Conference will post a weekly golf
report. The Wingate Inn Golfer of the
Week, results and upcoming matches will
all be featured in the report.
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Sports Perspective: The I(C
Curse, cheering for losers
By Nicole Service
editor-in-clritf
For me, it all began on Sunda ~ January ,
1995. I was 13-.:ears-old, and like evt:ryone
else in Kan a City and iUmmnding region , I
knew that tht:: Kan ~ City Chiefs \\ re going
to the Super Bowl. The' had the best re ord
in the league that 'ear. Quart rback teve
"Bonehead" Bono had been taken out 0 the
game and backup Rich Gannon had driven th
team into field goal rang The' were pIa. . ring
the Indianapoli evIts, for crying out loud! In
short, they \ 'ere unstoppable.
But, oh, how cruel fate mocked m ' team.
"Vith 37 second left in the game, down by
thll~C, place kicker Lin Elliott failed fTom 43
vardsa\\'a~

It wa his tJ1ird mis of tJ1(~ game.
The C'hief~ 10 t bv three.
If he had made oile of tho e, ju on, J am
convinced that the Chief: \\ould ha' won the
world championship that 'ear. TI1e t 1 r
couldn't beat us, and neither could Dalla .
Thev didn't have to. We beat ourseJve .
Sin~e then, I have referred to th Chief"
inability to win w1der pressure as the Curs of
Lin Elliott.
His pirit vexes Arrowhead
Stadium with the un rielding mercile nes of
the lost hope of Limbo. Hi name i no longer
mentioned ba k \'here I come from, ju like
the black heep relative who has hamed th
famiI' that nobody talks about at
Thanksghring. To speak the syllable of his
name i bla~phemy, the recalling of a tragic
event that no one dares mention. Like the
e.xploding of Vesuvius if anyone had lived.
If it were onlv the Chiefs, I could find a way
to pick up the pieces of my shattered dream
and deal \\rith being a fan of a team that could
never quite "make it." But it is not just the
Chiefs.
Move over Boston. At least the onIv team
you have to WOITY about is the Red ox. Our
whole city is plagued.
Those of you who know anything about
NCAA basketball know about the choke arti ;ts
known as the KU Javhawks.
I grew up abou't 40 minutes away from
Lawrence, and in Kansas, that i practically
next door neighbors. Last year, watching
NCAA Championship hopes lip through the
fingers of Jeff Boshee, Drew Gooden and the
lovable 'et ill-fated Roy Williams in the Final
Four as the freight train Maryland team
snatched away our chances was bad enough.
This year, watching the whoUy inferior
Orangemen win the actual championship was
entirely unbearable. Each time M lamara
slamm'ed a three dm\11 Kansa' collective
throat, each time the announcers prufe ed
their love for Baltimore thug Carmelo Anthony,
each time Kirk Hinri h opted not to take a
shot, each missed free thrmv. ..
I can't even finish. No amount of l\1iller
Lite was enough to calm my volatile emotion .
•

year.
Most of all, h artbreaking becau
}ayha\ 'ks were all Kansas had I ft.
Y"', w all kn \\' that if an 'on wa g ing to
choke, it \ 'a.." oing to he the fa rha\ ks. Th r
had been doin it for rears. om hO\', t11 tate
of Kan as thought that thi year would be different. \Ve beat Duke in th \\ t i :teen,
and \\e never beat Duke in U1e tournam nL
\Ve annihilated Marquette so tho ughl' that
\\,i on in must ha' u10ught it \ '3 a bad
dream. Thi \'a our ..rear. \Ve had C\ erything
\\ e needed. Except one thing...
Luck.

Kan a ha n 'r been ble sed \ it11 luck,
not in sporo or life. Th original tUe mad
tJ1eir hou out of 00, and our dream for our
sports'team are just as hood ~
J am still a die-hard Javhaw
I am for th Roval and the Chie . Fair·\ ather is not in my \, bulary for a number of reason as :ou can plain): see.
peaking of the Ro ral they are off 0 a 7o tart thL year. After the miserabl ron u ion
to the Chid:' cason against Oakland and the
CAA
still-stinging 10 s of KU in the
Chanlpion hip, \ 'eary but unbroken Kan
City fan tum their hopes to the Ro ral .
Maybe th lack of profit haring in baseball
will not hinder the Royal thi year. Ma.1be
these kid "ill surprise everyone and make it to
the Serie (or at least to the pIa roff: for tJle
first time ince 1985). Th Royal vere ahead
in the Wild Card race in 1994, before the
league \ nt on strike. That \ '3 't 0 long ago.
I still believe.
Or maybe th Curse of Lin Elliott \ ill 1 an
over the parking lot from Arrowhead to
Kaufman Stadium and blow its bitter bad luck
ove.! the Bo) in Blu _
No, that won't happen this year. I can feel
I
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For tho, e of you ,,110 take emotional and
verbal beatin for che ring on ,.,'our hom
team no matter how unlikelv tJ1eir sue
,eem, take comfort in knowij',g that there are
others out there (mo'tly cheering for the team
of Kan 'as Cit~~ but \ rho' counting?).
The y ar \\ill come \ ill n the Chief:,
urse or
Jayhawlc and Royal each win it all.
not, I still believe U1aL Right nO\\~ I'll imply
focu ' on the Royal, and I along wid1 tJl rest
of Kansas Cit)~ de pit health warnings will
continue to hold my breath.
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By Will O'Brien
staff writer

an I 1-6 win, improving their
record to 23-7. Steven Carter
(6-1) picked
up hi ' fifth
straight win, triking out yen
and allowing only four earned

Matulia who had a pair of hi
along with two RBIs.
I n game 2 Coa tal would
North Carolina Chapel Hill
quander a 3-run lead in the
(21-9, 3-3 ACC) pefeatcd
la t two innings to lose -7 in
10 innings of pIa}
eoa tal dominat d the
third game of the rJ ,
taking the victory 16-3.
enior Ju tin Sturge (61) pi k d up the win
=;'~';";~~_ _~R1 and
fre hman Adam
hom red
on c.
CU went from that
win to < doubleh ader
weep again t Big outh
rival Elon at home on
April J 2. The hants
had a huge
ond
. _. . . inning,
with
Coastal Carolina (22-7) 6-1 on run. Tyler Hasbrouck] d the Grand trand' thli -run homer
April 2 at 80 hamer Stadium. Chants offensively with thliCe adding to the two aIr ady
It was all Jeremey Cleveland hits and also driving in four
cored. McGraw, Grandstrand,
for the Tar Heels driving i~ all runs. Brandon Powell and R.van Pow >11, Hasbrouck and Stev
six runs while homering
conPinoccrno ea h
iii• •~~;:,;..'Y-:wIll....~~l tributed two hit, and
twice. Pitcer Gary Bakker
picked up his third victory
Carter pi ked up hi
of the ea on allowing only
enth win of the ea on.
one hit and no runs in
Gam
two
tart d
ev n b tt r for the hants,
four innings of play. A two • •...,'
out single by Mike
beginning with a Pm n
Costanzo in the top of the
two-run
horner.
IliiIlJiii~lIIj''"W'k''.i Grand trand went 3-forsixth drove in Brett IrtifJ5• • •~~~:.'~
Grandstrand
to
put r '
3, coring three times, and
Coastal on the board.
Powell, Patrick 1 i ~hol
Coastal would then
and Jer miah Grove a-h
begin a 3 game "erie verposted two hit in the
su the Citadel on April 4
~~~~~~~~ game. Sturge also pick d
at
Charles Watson
up hi
vcnth win of th
Stadium. The Chants would McGraw also add d two hi '
eason, and hand
B 'ron
put together 13 hits en route to each. The Citadel was led by Binda pitched a four-hit game.
-photos by Em;ry Burchdt/. taff photographer

(from top): The Chants wait out a pell of rain. Bad wcatht'r

call~ed

ball to first basco Going that extra mile, a Chant lides saf I . into third.

many dela

last week.. A Chant tries to beat the

